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Most IT departments aren’t short of email related tasks: maintaining an efficient 
email service, not overloading the email server, keeping important data secure, 
finding lost email, having a reliable back up, providing business continuity and 
disaster recovery for email, managing eDiscovery, recovering email from PST files. 
Email management can be costly in terms of time and resources.

AArcTitan has a long list of great features built in to improve your business, but the 
bottom line is: ArcTitan saves you time and money, makes you more compliant and 
helps your users to be more productive.
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ArcTitan is a focused email archiving tool that can be tailored to match multiple business purposes and function. 
We capture and store every message received by an organisation on a separate, secure server. High security and 
audited access mean that information can’t be altered. With a complete focus on email archiving backed by unmatched 
expertise, ArcTitan is designed to meet compliance needs, improve productivity and enable users, with fast search & 
retrieval of information when it’s needed most.

ArcTitan can help.

Anything stored in ArcTitan is tamperevident, meaning it can proven that emails from the archive are original, 
and haven’t been doctored in any way. Emails from ArcTitan are even admissible as evidence in court.

Compliance at the Core

We only license per active user (while retaining a complete archive of every mailbox), allowing a much more cost 
effective format. Routine maintenance runs 50% quicker whilst storage can be reduced by up to 75%, leading to 
significant returns on investment for an organisation.

High Return on Investment

We ingest data from all sources, including PSTs, then compress it and de-duplicate any identical copies. 
This removes the pain of searching multiple locations and leads to massive reductions in storage. The use of 
stubbing removes large email attachments, replacing them with a hyperlink, again helping lead to 50-75% 
storage savings.

Reduce Data Stores

At TitanHQ, we have made some tweaks to our solution to make sure that it complies fully with this legislation, 
which also ensures the compliance of our customers when it comes to their email data.

GDPR Compliant
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